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Abstract— Protection and authentication of medical images is
essential for the patient’s disease identification and diagnosis.
The watermark in medical imaging application needs to be
invisible and it is also required to preserve the low and high
frequency features of image data which makes watermarking a
difficult assignment. Within this manuscript an unseen medical
image watermarking approach is projected apply edge detection
in the discrete wavelet transform domain. The wavelet transform
is brought into play to decay the medical picture interested in
multi-frequency secondary band coefficients. The edge detection
applies to high frequency wavelet group in the direction of
generating the boundary coefficients used as a key. The Gaussian
noise pattern is utilized as watermark as well as embedded within
the edge coefficients around the edges. To add the robustness
scaled dilated edge coefficient is added with the edge coefficients
to generate the watermarked image. Preserving the small
frequency secondary band fulfills the information requirement of
the medical imaging application. At the same time as adding
together the watermark during high frequency sub-bands
improve the watermark invisibility. To add additional robustness
the dilation is applied on the edged coefficient before being
embedded with sub band coefficients. presentation of the
technique is experienced on the dissimilar set of medical imagery
as well as evaluation of the proposed watermarking method
founds it robust not in favor of the different attacks such at the
same time as filtering, turning round plus resizing. Parametric
study foundation going on Mean Square Error along with Signal
to Noise Ratio shows that how good method performs for
invisibility.

The medical imaging data are shared exponentially on the
local or public networks all around the globe as digital
images or videos data [3]. Since captures MRI image and CT
scan images or X-ray images may look like same for two
different patients, therefore, there is always a probability of
imaging reports interchange. Therefore generates the needs
of copyright protection and authenticating the medical
images before being diagnosed [13]. The authentication is
done through watermarking techniques. The major
watermarking challenges include avoiding the effect of
different kind of attacks such as; Noise, cropping, and
compression attacks [9]. Edge detection has been used by
many researchers for embedding the watermark in digital
images robustly. Edges caries the strong high frequency
information content as features of the images.
Table 1 Requirements of medical image
Watermarking
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Thus Medical images may have sensitive information’s on
the edges. On the other hand it is also true that the edges will
be customized during the compression process if high
compression ratios are required. Therefore, it is required to
analyze the success edge based watermarking under
compression attacks. The major requirements of the medical
image watermarking can be classified into the mandatory and
desirable requirements and are tabulated in Table 1. It can be
observed that the invisibility is the major requirement of the
medical imaging data on the web or local networks, and
higher reconstruction efficiency strictly is desirable under
various attacks. The paper addresses the limitations of
existing edge detection based watermarking methods
designed for the data authentication as discussed in section 2.
The wavelet based watermarking methods and the concepts
of wavelet transform are briefly described in the next section.
The proposed watermarking methodology using the wavelet
based edge detection along with the algorithm is explained.
The result presents the comparison of various edge detection
methods using the wavelet transform followed by the results
of the proposed watermarking method.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The watermarking skill creates exercise of the information
with the intention of the human being watch has merely a
partial ability to watch differences. Small modifications in
the dye value of a picture are subconsciously accurate
through the eye, so that the viewer does not observe any
variation. In several medical applications dissimilar variety
of medical imagery is exercise for diagnosis otherwise
recognition of the illness in the human beings. Consequently
protected the medical imaging information is a necessary
task.
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Invisibility
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preservation
Security (protection)
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Reconstruction
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The performance is evaluated using the quality measures,
and finally conclusions are specified.
II.

PREVIOUS WORK

The edge detection based watermarking methods are broadly
classified as shown in Figure 1.

Watermarking using Edge Detection

Spatial domain
Visible

Transform Domain
In Visible

DCT
SVD
DWT
Based
Based
Based
Figure 1 Classification of Edge based watermarking
Invisible watermarking is popular in transform domain
based methods and suitable for the medical image
watermarking [13, 18]. The invisible watermarking is
widely used in copyright, security scheme, which is
projected to prevent otherwise detect illegal copying of
digital images. Various watermarking algorithms were
proposed in the past to create robust medical image
watermarking. The wavelet transform has been widely used
for watermark insertion since long back [1, 2, 5, and 8]. Xia,
et al. [19] projected a watermarking system foundation
going on the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). The
watermark, represent the same as Gaussian noise, was
additional in the direction of the center as well as high
frequency bands of the picture. Sections of the watermark
were taken out and associated by way of part of the unique
watermark. Tao and Eskicioglu [20] have presented a
wavelet based watermark embedding technique. They have
proposed to embed the binary symbol as watermark using
every the four wavelet sub band. Other than they have used
different scaling factors in each sub band for embedding the
watermarks. But this method is not so suitable for medical
image authenticating since the probability of large
information change is there.
A. Edge based methods: Edge detection is most popular for
image watermarking techniques, because an edge in a
medical image represents the features or contours where
major significant changes occur in an image. Gradient
vector having a certain magnitude and direction and can be
used to perform basic edge detection and magnitude and
phase are mathematically represented as.
𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥
∇𝑓 = 𝜕𝑓 = 𝑀𝑥 2 + 𝑀𝑦 2
𝜕𝑦
≈ 𝑀𝑥 + 𝑀𝑦
1
𝑑𝑖𝑟 ∇𝑓 = tan−1

𝑀𝑥

𝑀𝑦

the gradient with finite differences can be given by
𝛿𝑓
𝛿𝑥
𝑓 𝑥 + ℎ, 𝑦 − 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)
= lim
(3. 𝑎)
ℎ→0
ℎ
𝛿𝑓
𝛿𝑦
𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 + ℎ − 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)
= lim
(3. 𝑏)
ℎ→0
ℎ
Commonly used as edge detector for the image
watermarking is the Sobel Edge mask. This mask or filters
are the average operator which is more likely to a Gaussian;
this makes it better for removing some white noise.
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This can be observed clearly from Figure 2 an example of
the basic edge detection using Sobel mask.

Figure 2 Edge detection examples for CT scan image
B. Spatial domain Watermarking: In this category the
watermark is set using the pixel level information of the
picture. There are many spatial domain methods [8, 19]
which are designed for watermarking the images. Usually
temper detection based methods are common in spatial
domain techniques. J. M. Zain et al. [8] Have proposed to
use the tamper detection and recovery based method for
medical image watermarking. These are the estimation
based methods. S. C. Liew et al. [9] Has proposed a
reversible interfere detection as well as revival based
medical picture watermarking method was a spatial domain
method. Vikas Tyagi [16] has used least significant bit
based cryptography method of data hiding.
C. DCT based Watermarking: Saeed et al. [7] Projected.
An algorithm foundation going on combined DWT-DCT
Transformation. A double watermarked symbol is twisted
through Arnold cat chart as well as set in in the convincing
coefficient set of a 3 stage DWT transformed of a crowd
picture.
Subsequently change of the entire DCT chosen DWT subband be computed at the same time as the PN series of the
watermark bit be set in within the center frequency
coefficients of the consequent DCT building block.
Although the technique appears just before be real greatly
compound which requirements better occasion plus
dispensation authority.

(2)
Where M gradients can be estimated using different edge
detection masks with finite difference method [5]. Estimating
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D. Wavelet based Watermarking: John et al. [3] Have used
wavelet edge detection along with the contrast sensitivity
function for embedding the watermark this method was
modified by their next work. John et al. [1] Have proposed
to use the wavelet based edge detection for embedding the
watermark. The Gaussian noise is used as watermark
template. They have first time used morphological dilation
for adding the robustness to the system.
Yingl et al. [2] Have designed the watermarking method
using texture block in DWT domain and the canny edge
detector mask. The method was useful to hide text within
the image. A new shift invariant edge detection mask is
proposed to us by Apeksha et al. [5]. They have modified
the method proposed by John et al. [3] They have proved
that the shift invariant mask can provide better invisibility.
Narong et al. [4] Have used the blue color gap of the host
picture for embedding the watermark using the DWT
coefficients based watermarking. The method seems good
for robust watermarking of the patient identifications where
the text image is embedded in patient MRI data image. Li et
al (2003) utilizes a dual chart toward predetermine the edges
of a picture in their picture validation system. A different
procedure has been projected to decrease the computational
difficulty plus to get better the precision of the movement
opinion.
Why using wavelet Edge Detectors Wavelet study is a
local study; it is mainly appropriate intended for timefrequency study [2], which is necessary intended for
singularity recognition. This was a main incentive intended
for the revision of the wavelet transform in arithmetic as
well as in practical area. Using wavelet transform improves
the robustness and invisibility of the watermark. The
wavelet transform describe the limited reliability of imagery
by decaying them into basic coefficients so as to be well
limited to a small area in gap and frequency together. This
not just give details the fundamental method of traditional
edge detectors, other than as well point to a method of build
most advantageous edge detectors below exact operational
circumstances the same as in multi decision.
E Medical image watermarking: lot of methods are
developed for medical image watermarking earlier, Ni et al
[6] have developed a reversible medical image
watermarking method using location gapes and histogram
shifting methods. They have developed a new method for bit
map location recording. But method may lose medical data
sometimes. Smita et al. [10] Have used integer to integer
wavelet transform for generating reversible medical image
watermarking. Method embedded the watermark in the
maximum entropy block. Sometimes for specific medical
images this may lead to edge variations of patient image.
Therefore the major concern with medical image
watermarking is that the image content must not be lost.
Thus watermark must be robust to attacks.
III.

WAVELET BASED WATERMARKING

Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) are widely utilized for
the watermarking algorithms. Since wavelets conveniently
break the image into the multiple approximation and details,
thus are widely used in watermarking applications. The
DWT based wavelets transform efficiently isolates and
manipulate the high frequency along with low frequency sub
bands so that watermark may be easily embedded within the
sub band which is less sensitive to the human vision.
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Wavelets are get beginning a solitary example wavelet 𝜓(𝑡)
name mother wavelet by scaling as well as shifting.
𝜓𝑎,𝑏 𝑡
1
𝑡−𝑏
=
𝜓
(5)
𝑎
𝑎
Where, 𝑎 is the scaling factor and b is the shifting factor
intended for corresponding in oorder fromwithin a video, the
straight move toward can typically be complete to work
[11]. Let I0 be a grayscale image decomposed by wavelet,
then the first level decomposition will be:
𝐼0 = 𝐼𝐿𝐿1 + 𝐼𝐿𝐻1 +
𝐼𝐻𝐿1 + 𝐼𝐻𝐻1 I
(6)
Where, the ILL1 represents the low frequency parts and I LHI.
IHLI IHHI represents high frequency sub-bands details The
Figure 3 demonstrates the pattern of a 2-dimensional, two
level discrete wavelet decay for CT image.

Figure 3 DWT decomposition of CT scans image a) First
level, b) Second Level

It can be observed from the Figure that the high frequency
sub band of the Figure 3 b) that it is almost having very few
features thus provide more invisibility if used for
watermarking.
IV.

WAVELET EDGE DETECTION

In wavelet based edge detection, first medical images are
decomposed using the discrete wavelet transform using basic
Haar wavelet. Then the edge of wavelet coefficient is
calculated for the desired sub band as shown in LL band in
Figure 4. And then finally Inverse Wavelet transformation is
taken.
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L
W x, y = 1 − α ∗ ((Yx,y
−
+ 𝑁𝑥,𝑦 )
(8)
In the projected watermarking process the input true color
picture is primarily converted to gray images for reducing
the computation overload. Then the proposed wavelet based
edge detection first second level DWT is performed and
L
then edge detection of the HH component Xx,y
is generated.
Sobel mask is preferred here for the edge detection since it
gives brighter features. The dilation of the edge coefficient
L
generates Yx,y
Coefficients. And the scaled difference of
these coefficients is used along with the added Gaussian
noise template to generate the watermark image.. Finally,
using the inverse DWT the watermarked output is generated
as shown in Figure 5.
L
Xx,y
)

Figure 5 Proposed Watermarking Schemes
a) Flow Chart of the Algorithm The sequential flow of the
watermark insertion algorithm is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4 Wavelet edge detection comparison a) unique
image b) basic edge detection c) wavelet based edge
detection
V.

MODIFIED DWT BASED WATERMARKING

It can be observed from Figure 4 that wavelet based edge
detection gives more features. But it also needs the more
coefficients scaling for the better invisibility and to avoid
the noise effects. This was a main incentive intended for the
learned of the wavelet transform in arithmetic as well as in
useful domains. Using wavelet transform improves the
robustness and invisibility of the watermark.
In the current paper a modified watermarking rule is
proposed by using scaling the coefficients. The existing
watermark rule [5] was
L
L
W x, y = 1 − α ∗ (Yx,y
− Xx,y
)+
α 𝑁𝑥,𝑦
(7)
First modification is to use the Sobel mask instead of shift
invariant mask. Furthermore, the addition might be scaled
according in the direction of the decay level along with the
edge set to which the coefficients are in the right place too.
Modified rule for watermarked picture is reached by
avoiding the more scaling of the noise template. This
improves the computational efficiency and since scaling the
uniform for edge and nice template.
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Figure 6 Flowchart of Watermark insertion process

VI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this manuscript the edge detected high frequency discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) coefficients are used for medical
image watermarking. This part of paper presents various
tentative outcome of our effort on top of projected digital
picture watermarking process have obtaining. The different
edge detection process is put into practice. The paper also
presents the performance of the watermarking method under
various kinds of filtering attacks.
a) Result of the Classical Edge detectors with DWT
The results of the edge detection with wavelet transform for
MRI medical image are shown in Figure 7. Since MRI
image contains very precise information, thus we need an
edge mask having more information. Sobel mask is used
here.
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a) Unique picture

Original edge image d) Dilated edge coefficients

b) First level DWT picture

c) Second level DWT picture d) Inverse DWT edge
picture
Figure 7 Wavelet edge detection for MRI patient
_image_1
It can be observed from the Figure 7 that Sobel edge
detector mask do improved than additional edge masks in
conditions of sharpness along with the brightness of the
edges and it also contains more precise features too.
b) Sequential Result of the projected Watermarking
process with DWT
Comparisons of the sequential watermark insertion process
stage wise according to the flow chart are shown in Figure

e) Difference image f) Watermark with our scaling
method at level 1
Figure 8 Sequential results stage wise for MIR image
The comparison of the results of watermarked image for the
results of shift invariant mask of Apeksh et al [5] and our
proposed method are given inside the Figure 9 It can be
observe that the projected technique minimizes the error
difference after watermarking and gives better invisibility.
Also the comparison of the MSE and SNR are presented in
the Table 2 and 3 as shown below, and found to improve by
proposing watermark rule. it preserve be experiential so as
to the projected technique act upon improved for most of the
medical image modalities. Except for CT image in
comparison and SNR is more with our method.

8. Results for Sobel edge mask and dilation mask size of 2 x
2 are presented with our proposed scaled dilation method. It

Method

is able to be experiential that our projected technique does

Table 2 MSE comparison
MRI
CT
X-ray
image
image image

smoother than other technique thus improves invisibility of
watermark. For comparison dilation is calculated by scaling
parameter 𝛼 =0.8 for invisibility.

Apeksh
Et Al. [5]

21.7808

4.970

3.6958

Proposed

13.7409

13.70

5.7103

Method

Table 3 SNR comparison
MRI
CT
X-ray

Apeksh

image

image

3.068

9.209

6.3804

3.2376

7.9171

19.553

Et Al. [5]

Origina MRI image d) Wavelet HH coeficient

Proposed
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to improve the performance in this paper watermark is
scaled using a scaling parameter. Scaling is only done on the
coefficient difference and preserving the noise template
improves the performance. In the future the adaptive scaling
of the watermark can be implemented. In future the
watermark detection can be implemented and the
performance of the watermark detection under the various
attacks can be evaluated. Performance of various wavelet
filers may be evaluated in the future.
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